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Autonomous Weapon Systems A Brief
autonomous weapon systems (AWS) have the poten tial to save lives as well as apply lethal force across land, sea, and air. In this Letort Paper, Mr. Jeffrey Caton posits that the development of AWS policy and doctrine should characterize autonomy not as a discrete property of a given system, but rather as a function that varies in
Autonomous Weapon Systems: A Brief Survey of Developmental ...
What does the Department of Defense hope to gain from the use of autonomous weapon systems (AWS)? This Letort Paper explores a diverse set of complex issues related to the developmental, operational, legal, and ethical aspects of AWS. It explores the recent history of the development and integration of autonomous and semi-autonomous systems into traditional military operations.
"Autonomous Weapon Systems: A Brief Survey of ...
(In Brief) Publication No. 2019-55-E . ... autonomous weapon systems could make it easier for the military to operate more deeply in enemy territory. Such long-distance operations could mean fewer casualties and a reduced need for supply and communication networks. 21. 4.2 .
In Brief: AUTONOMOUS WEAPON SYSTEMS: SELECTED IMPLICATIONS ...
Autonomous weapons systems could be viewed as systems which are independent in nature. These are the systems that can accomplish any mission independently, without any human intervention. The newly built lethal autonomous weapon system (LAWS) is bearing fruits and a few such systems have already been fully operationalised.
Autonomous Weapon Systems: Uses and Limitations | Society ...
An autonomous weapons system could be found lawful under this rule so long as each weapon or warhead the system uses complies with it. The DoD has made these legal reviews a U.S. policy, and they are to be conducted at the early stages of development and again before the finished product is used in combat.
Autonomous Weapons in the Military – What’s Possible and ...
Autonomous Weapon Systems: A Brief Survey of Developmental, Operational, Legal, and Ethical Issues Paperback – December 24, 2015 by Jeffrey L. Caton (Author), Strategic Studies Institute (Contributor), U.S. Army War College (Contributor) & 0 more
Autonomous Weapon Systems: A Brief Survey of Developmental ...
2. Potential outcomes of introducing autonomous weapons systems. The impact autonomous weapons could have on humankind is very difficult to predict. There are many aspects of society that could, in one way or another, be affected by the introduction of autonomous weapons. The focus of this policy brief is on a “big picture”, macro-level ...
The strategic paradox of autonomous weapons - ZIPAR
While it is possible to determine what is a chemical weapon and what is not (despite some disagreements at the margin, for example, about law enforcement use of irritant chemical weapons), and to clearly define nuclear arms or land mines, autonomous weapons systems come with very different levels of autonomy. 40 A ban on all autonomous weapons would require foregoing many modern weapons ...
Pros and Cons of Autonomous Weapons Systems
autonomous weapons systems (LAWS). • Despite the establishment of a GGE on LAWS, there is no clear agreement on the scope of the definition of LAWS. The main issues are related to questions regarding the extent to which these weapons are autonomous, and the necessary level of meaningful human control.
Policy Papers and Briefs – 8, 2017 LETHAL AUTONOMOUS ...
The meeting of the Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) on lethal autonomous weapon systems was scheduled to meet in Geneva from 22 to 26 June 2020 and from 10-14 August 2020. The GGE is convened through the Conference on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) and is chaired by Ambassador Janis Karklins of Latvia.
Autonomous weapons experts meeting
For its part, the United States argues that emerging technologies in the area of lethal autonomous weapons systems could (among other things) reduce risk to civilians, including through autonomous self-destruct mechanisms (such as self-destructing ammunition that destroys the projectile after a period of time to pose less risk of inadvertently striking civilians and civilian objects ...
An Enduring Impasse on Autonomous Weapons - Just Security
(a) Autonomous weapons systems act as a “force multiplier;” that is, fewer soldiers are needed for a given mission, and the efficacy of each soldier is greater. (b) Autonomous weapons systems expand the battlefield, allowing combat to reach into areas that were previously inaccessible.
Pros and Cons of Autonomous Weapons Systems (with Oren ...
No country or armed force is in favour of such “fully autonomous” weapon systems that can take human life, Mr Guterres insisted, before welcoming the panel’s statement last year that “human responsibility for decisions on the use of weapons systems must be retained, since accountability cannot be transferred to machines”.
Autonomous weapons that kill must be banned, insists UN ...
Limits on Autonomy in Weapon Systems: Identifying Practical Elements of Human Control is a comprehensive examination of the specific controls on AWS needed to ensure human control over the use of force, and to address legal, ethical and operational concerns.
Limits on Autonomy in Weapon Systems | ICRC
Lethal AWS systems refer to a narrow subset of autonomous weapons systems where the target of the weapon system is a human. Autonomous weapons systems designed to defend against incoming missiles, or other anti-materiel targets, would not be subject to the mandate. Myth: Mandating human control would outlaw drone warfare.
Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems - Future of Life Institute
Lethal autonomous weapons (LAWs) are a type of autonomous military system that can independently search for and engage targets based on programmed constraints and descriptions. LAWs are also known as lethal autonomous weapon systems (LAWS), autonomous weapon systems (AWS), robotic weapons, killer robots or slaughterbots. LAWs may operate in the air, on land, on water, under water, or in space.
Lethal autonomous weapon - Wikipedia
For the purpose of analysis and clarity, an autonomous weapons system is defined as: ‘any weapon system with autonomy in its critical functions—that is, a weapon system that can select (search for, detect, identify, track or select) and attack (use force against, neutralize, damage or destroy) targets without human intervention’.
Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems: A Legal Perspective ...
But fully autonomous weapons would seem to benefit the offense more.” 27 Some commentators believe that a state that has autonomous weapon systems could have an incentive to strike first, which could increase the incidence and severity of conflict. 28 For example, a state that is considering a strike on a foreign target may be likelier to take this action if it has autonomous UAVs because ...
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